
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

UC Grade One 
Study Manual 

 
BUILDING A COMBATIVE FOUNDATION PART 1 

 



Introduction 
In this first manual we will be looking at all elements that relate to 

the requirements for any UC student wishing to take the Level One 

Grade. This manual outlines the criteria necessary for any candi-

date to achieve a successful pass. Regardless of whether the stu-

dent wishes to grade or not, the information within these pages 

will offer any student of Self-Protection an essential Foundation to 

further learning.  

Understand that UC is taught Internationally within Schools and 

Study groups all over the World! This means that the Law regard-

ing Self Defence will differ from Country to Country and State to 

State. The key differences relate to the carry of SD weapons, in-

cluding the carry of point and edged weapons as well as less-than

-lethal alternatives and Concealed Carry Firearms!  

None of which applies to students of UC in the UK or Australia 

where the law forbids the carry of literally ANYTHING! This basi-

cally means that the KEY Combative Principle of ‘GO ARMED!’ does 

NOT apply to the good citizens of those said Countries,  



‘It’s Not Art,  
It’s Not Sport! 

It’s All About the 
STREET!’ 

This dilemma leaves us with only the option of Unarmed Skills and a 

few Improvised tools of opportunity! This creates Disproportional Ar-

mament as criminals and terrorists will carry weapons regardless, 

as they do not give a fuck! Hence the need to develop a good Founda-

tion of Personal Security and Combative skills!  

For those that practice UC within the US and other International Coun-

tries that allow more leniency towards weapons, the suggestion is to 

‘GO ARMED’ and maximise your training within all areas including 

weapons and unarmed skills! Here lies the difference of how UC will 

be taught, practiced and implemented on a Global Scale! 



Definition of the Term ‘COMBATIVE/S!’ 
 

The Oxford English Dictionary depicts the word ‘COMBATIVE’ as Argu-
mentative and willing to fight!  

Also in reference to a place; this place can get ‘COMBATIVE’ at times! 

Also; he was known for his ‘COMBATIVENESS!’ Meaning he has a quick 
temper and is eager to fight! 

 

The Term ‘COMBATIVES’ as a plural is NOT in the dictionary. It is a mod-

ern word, coined by the modern Self Protection fraternity, that has basi-

cally depicts effective methods of Counter Violence!  
 

COMBATIVES should not be thought of as a system or a style as it is by 

some. This confines it and puts it into a box with little room for flexibility 

and growth.  
 

To me COMBATIVES are Conceptual ideas and Principles, driven by Atti-

tude and Mentality! Born out of the experience of Warring resistance!  

Roots take us back to our Close Combat forefathers of both World Wars, 

With historical commonality showing itself long before this!  

To conclude,  

similar conclusions have been born out of similar experience! Any skill, 

tactic, principle or concept that has proved itself workable under non-

compliant fight duress conditions; are considered the very essence of 

what is meant by the term ‘COMBATIVES!’ 



 Understand the Difference between Martial Art, 

Combat Sport & the Reality of Street Violence. 
 

 

Martial Art & Martial Sport:  

Martial art, particularly Traditional have fixed technical responses that only 

work by receiving similar energy, often under compliant and reciprocal condi-

tions. Martial Sport, MMA, Thai Boxing, BJJ Etc. Are all consensual Combat be-

tween two combatants, operating from a sporting platform with regulated Use 

of Force that is Governed by Rules! 
 

Street Violence:  

Absolutely NO RULES! No regulation of Use of Force, is completely non-

conscential as the person attacking has his own agenda and the person on the 

receiving end of that, most often, will NOT want to be there! There will most of-

ten be a disparity in threat against the selected target. Examples include; 

younger, larger and stronger more aggressive person against the total oppo-

site. A larger, stronger male against a female.  

The subject is armed! There are Multiple assailants! The environment will be 

unforgiving with more advantage to the attacker and less advantage to the se-

lected target! The attack will be unannounced and unexpected ending in the 

high probability of emotional and physical trauma to the selected target. All 

consequences of violence are negative; possible incarceration along with the 

possibility of life threatening injuries and/or death to all parties concerned.  



 

Inevitable police involvement, court appearance, possible litigation, heavy 

fines or imprisonment. It’s all shit! That’s why the best Self-Protection op-

tion is ‘Don’t Be There!’  

Learning to be ‘Street Smart’ will allow you to avoid most potentially violent 

confrontation in the first. Place!  

This is then supported with a functional gross-motor toolbox if the physical 

becomes inevitable! There are two elements to the physical Use of Force 

part!  

The first is a pro-active or pre-emptive use of force, whereby you seek to 

take the initiative and then exploit the same until the threat totally subsides! 

This is an OFFENSIVE Dynamic!  

The second employment for Use of Force, is COUNTER OFFENSIVE!  

In UC we think of this as more of a contingency plan should we find our 

self on the back-foot, now having to react to the subject’s assault which is 

already in progress! 

This is NEVER the ideal, but Pre-emption is NOT always possible!  

Here we must build in a solid Counter response as a contingency plan for 

such scenarios! 



Criteria for UC Grade One 

Definition & Understanding of the term ‘COMBATIVES’ 

The 3 Phases of Confrontation 

The Context of a ‘Street Assault’ 

The Law regarding Self Defence 

Full understanding of all SOFT SKILLS associated to UC Grade One: 

Cooper’s Colour Codes, UC Game Plan, Contact Management,  

Options & Resources 

Competence in all elements relating to the following HARD SKILLS: 

Palm Strike, Slap, Eye Blitz, Hammer-fist-Cycling, Elbow Strike & 

Knee Strike 

Anatomical striking & Probable Cause/Effect 

Understanding competent Pad Feed & use of all training KIT 

Understanding the employment of Simulation Training as a Learning 

Resource 

Understanding the importance of MINDSET; State Access & Manage-

ment 

Situational Counter Offence; Dealing with Common Unarmed/Untrained 

Assault;  

Frontal Grab & Dealing with a Big Impactive Shot! 

Basic Understanding of COM-FIT 



 

the 3 Key Elements of Self-Protection   

1. Personal Security SOFT SKILLS! Your street smarts!’    

 

2. Pro-active Physical Dynamic HARD SKILLS! Your physical toolbox 

3. Re-active Physical Dynamic HARD SKILLS! Your physical toolbox 
 

 

 

 

 

              

The next 2 elements relate to the physical part of a 

confrontational dynamic! For both we employ a 

small Gross-Motor Toolbox that is easy to learn & 

install. Is adaptable, retainable & immediately re-

callable under fight stress conditions such as; 

Fear, Adrenaline, Fatigue, Confusion and Pain! 

Recognising the problem via Observational 

Awareness and understanding of Pre-

Threat Behaviour will often allow you to 

avoid the confrontation in the first place! 

Early Observation should also lead to Mental 

& Physical Preparation & Control of Emo-

tional State and pre-fight adrenaline. 

The ideal Use Of Force would be a 

Pro-active or Pre-emptive Dynamic! 

This will offer you the highest proba-

bility of Success! In short take Initia-

tive by ACTING FIRST then Exploit the 

same until the job’s done! 

These are non-physical options such as  

Awareness/Pre-Threat Cue Recognition 

Protecting Personal Space/Contact Management 

Verbal Dissuasion-the ability to De-escalate 

Posturing Aggression to Dissuade Attitude 

Developing a Confident Body Language Profile 

Learning to Trust your Instincts 

This same Gross-Motor Toolbox is employed from Reactive Dynamic as a Con-

tingency plan for the ‘What if’ factor! What if there was no INTEL and you are 

being assaulted NOW? What if you hesitated somewhat because you were 

nervous and now the subject is attacking you?  Of course this is never the 

ideal, but can and will happen! In which case your tools must work both  

OFFENSIVELY & COUNTER OFFENSIVELY! 



The 3  Phases of Confrontation 
 

We have touched briefly on our resources that are part of our solution. Before 

we look any further at solution we must first understand the problem! The 

problem relates to How things happen within the Context of a Street Assault!  

By street assault I mean anything that manifests itself as a potential Con-

frontation, from anyone known or unknown within any environment that you 

may find yourself. 

Every endeavour in life has a beginning, a middle and an end. Violent con-

frontation is no different. This is defined as the 3 Phases of Confrontation 

   

Pre-Fight: Before the event.   

 

 

In-Fight: The event.           

          

 

 

Post-Fight: After the event. 

 

  

Recognising the problem via Observational Aware-

ness and understanding of Pre-Threat Behaviour. 

Mental & Physical Preparation, for the control of 

Emotional State and pre-fight adrenaline. 

The FIGHT Dynamic itself. This is of course the violent, 

dynamically moving part where both combatants with 

struggle for dominance & consequences of physical 

injury or worse will present themselves! 

This phase relates to after the Event! The Aftermath where 

consequences will start to reveal themselves. Here there is 

a need to get back to a calmer, higher level of Brain func-

tion, So you can make and employ intelligent decisions, 

such as finding an escape route, check yourself and oth-

ers for injury, drive a car without crashing it or talking to a 

Police Officer without incriminating yourself! 



The Context of a Street Assault! Source Graig Douglass/South-narc 

So, what do we know about the problem? What are the key components to a potentially violent confrontation? 

 

Here’s a Complete Breakdown 
 

Ambush: 

Ambush is by far the most preferred entry into violent confrontation. This is when the attack feels 

like it just came out of nowhere. The reality of this is that you had NO Awareness of your environ-

ment and you missed all available pre-fight intel. Hence the importance of Awareness and Pre-

Threat Cue Recognition. It really doesn’t matter what your skill level is, nor the weapon you carry 

(where legal and relevant) if you don’t see IT coming, you can’t deal with IT! 

Interview: 

The Interview is when both parties see each other and now there is some kind, of introductory di-

alogue from the potential attacker. Understand that this can be Deceptive; by asking a question to 

engage and fixate the target. Some kind, of believable Ruse may also be employed here.  

Or the Dialogue can be Aggressive and Intimidating. Where now the criminal wants to make the po-

tential target emotionally capitulate, so that physical resistance is unlikely.  

In both examples, understand the objective/s. One is to ‘Probe’ for intel relating to how you respond. 

Does the subject sound polite, unsuspecting and well spoken? Such a response may indicate to 

some, little resistance from the outset and is deemed attractive.  Conversely to that if the subject 

has a harder sounding voice, somewhat abrupt, less well-spoken and even slightly suspicious. This 

would indicate someone who understands the Game, along with a high probability that they will of-

fer resistance.  Another reason for the Interview is to distract the target. A brain engaging ques-

tion coupled with some, kind of misdirection, will make the average unsuspecting, switched off Joe 

an easy target indeed.  The objective of distraction is so you miss what is really going on. The ac-

cess and employment of a weapon. Followed by the threat of the attack or the attack itself.  Or the 

distraction from the front is employed so you miss the secondary threat (his mate) moving to your 

flank or behind for the classic ‘sucker attack’ or hold up with a weapon. This information alone 

tells you that, during any potential confrontation; you should expect 2 Things as a Given. 

1. The presence of a Weapon/s     2. Multiple Assailants.  



Close Range: 

Any attack on your person, regardless of entry will happen from Close Range and touching distance. 

Unless the subject uses a projectile weapon, all physical assault either unarmed or with a handheld 

weapon with take place from less than two feet. This is ‘conversation range’ where we meet, greet 

and shake hands and is where all human interaction takes place. Including violence! This is defined 

as Close Quarters or CQ.  The only other range left is practically head to head and chest to chest, al-

most tactile. This is often dictated by environment. Crowed and extremely noisy like a nightclub or 

busy pub for example.  

You will also see this when ego enters the equation. Where two guys are now forehead to forehead 

like a couple of rams seeking dominance. This range is defined as Extreme Close Quarters or ECQ 

also known as ‘in your fucking face!’ These are the two ranges that pre-violent interview or ambush 

will take place from. Hence the reason in a physical sense, we strive to be extremely efficient with all 

our natural bodily tools and weapons as if we had to operate within the confines of a phone box! 

Non-consensual: 

In Combat Sport, you both come out, touch gloves and fight! Consensually! This is a Sporting plat-

form. The Street is different, this fucker wants to start on you and you just want to go home! This is 

Non-Consensual. This is an emotional platform that will make you feel very different from the first 

example. The first thing you have been robbed of, is choice!  

Your best strategy on an emotional level would be to fucking resent that! The mindset should be ‘How 

fucking dare you, threaten my life!’ Now you can and SHOULD use this spark of indignation to ignite 

and unleash, an immediate, explosive and aggressive counter response! 

Weapon/s: 

Disproportional Armament is practically a given. Always expect a weapon or weapons. Going Armed 

gives a higher probability of success! 

Multiple Assailants: 

Always expect a mate or mates! Whether one engages verbally and the other attacks immediately, the 

initial subject may now become a scout. Or he will join in the assault! Numbers and weapons increase 

confidence and probability. Two, Three, or more people, is common place. If you add weapons to that 

equation, things can go from fucking bad to fucking horrible, really quick! 



AMBUSH or INTERVIEW 

CLOSE RANGE 

NON-CONSENSUAL 

WEAPON/S 

MULTIPLE ASSAILANTS 

ENVIRONMENT 

Environmental Factors: 

Ambush is by far the most preferred entry into violent confrontation. This is when the attack feels 

like it just came out of nowhere. The reality of this is that you had NO Awareness of your immedi-

ate surroundings and was viewed by the Predatory Optic!  

Meaning a potential predator saw you and deemed your current fixated state as oblivious, then 

possibly followed you to a secondary location, where Environmental factors were of more benefit to 

the Attacker than you, then ATTACKED!  

Although criminals can be blatant & carry out their wears in broad daylight in clear public view! 

The preferred assault method will be secreted from view, somewhere potential darkened and con-

fined, thereby using the Environment to his/their advantage! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So to recap; the above points give the UC student an immediate understanding 

of how a Criminal Assault can and will often manifest! In UC all students and 

Instructors alike, must have a good understanding of the potential PROBLEM 

before looking at the SOLUTION! 

 



SOFT SKILLS 

for Grade One  



Jeff Cooper’s Colour Conditions: 

Here is the first SOFT SKILL teaching model that you need for Grade One. Col: Jeff Cooper’s Col-

our Conditions.  This the most recognised model to define varying levels or States of Awareness. 

In addition to the potential escalation in HR under fight duress.  

Condition White:  Is defined as having NO awareness of anything going on around you! You are 

literally fixated and oblivious. An example of this is when you see a person walking down the 

street, texting on their phone with their earphones in! This is referred to by the FBI as a ‘Victim 

State!’  This does NOT belong at anytime, when you are anywhere outside of your home going 

about your daily life! We do need Condition White, as it offers us decompression time! But this 

only belongs within the safety of your home, when the doors are locked and you are playing with 

your kids, watching TV with your wife, or are asleep in your bed! Here you will be at resting HR 

as relaxed and oblivious as you're ever going to be! 



Condition Yellow: The saying goes; ‘live your life in YELLOW!’  This is defined  as a relaxed level of 

Awareness. Where you are alert to your surroundings and likely to spot anything out of the ordi-

nary! When you are in Condition Yellow your body language will depict that you are Switched On! 

Add to this a confident gait, looking around frequently as you walk at a brisk pace with your head 

elevated and you will create a Confident Body Language Profile that will make you much less likely 

to be selected as a victim of assault in the first place!  At least from a street criminal, looking for 

an easy victim perspective!  

 

There’s no specific threat situation, but you have your head up and eyes open, and you’re taking in 

your surroundings in a relaxed, but alert manner. When you’re in Condition Yellow, you’re less likely 

to be caught off-guard from a sudden threat and you are better able to respond should a threat 

arise. Heart rate is normal, so there isn’t any degradation of fine motor skills or cognitive ability.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For all of us now, there are times, such as when you are travelling abroad, maybe to or from an 

airport, out with your family within a highly populated area, such as a popular tourist spot! Maybe 

a Capital City, a concert event, busy Christmas market etc. Where such places are showing them-

selves to be of target value for terrorist attacks in recent years and months!  In fact, we are 

learning fast that nothing is sacred, as we are even seeing spates of attacks, within Churches 

and places of worship now! Here there is a need to engage a ‘hotter degree’ of Yellow!  This is 

what one of my early Instructor’s, Dennis Martin termed as; 

 

Condition Yellow ALPHA: This is much like an Operational Bodyguard, who is looking to protect his 

Principle! Whereby now, he is actively scanning for a potential threat! If it is now considered, nor-

mal everyday life to have huge concrete barriers, blocking the thoroughfare and entry to most City 

centre shopping areas!  Just in case some crazy fucking extremist decides to jump into a lorry  

Yellow ALPHA      Actively Scanning for potential threat! 



Condition Orange: This relates to when something has appeared in your immediate envi-

ronment that indicates a possible Threat! You should now have gone from a state of Aware 

to  a state of Alarm and have decided a course of Action is needed. Understand that there 

will be an escalation in your resting HR here, This will be accompanied by an adrenal re-

sponse that must be controlled, if you are to remain cognitive and deal with the situation 

effectively! You enter Condition Orange when you identify a possible, specific threat. Something 

isn’t quite right and has your attention. Your goal isn’t to take action while in Condition Orange. 

Rather, it is to become extra vigilant so you can determine if a possible danger is in fact a threat 

that needs a response!  

and indiscriminately run over as many men, women and children as they possibly can, before 

they are stopped! Then it is not fucking unreasonable, to ascertain the NEED to SWITCH ON  fur-

ther within areas of concern!  Fact is now, anything can happen to anyone, anywhere at any time!  

So you tell me, is it necessary to pick up and finetune our observation of our current environ-

ment?  FUCK YES IT IS!  

While in Condition Orange, you should be formulating an attack plan on what you’ll do if you verify 

the threat, Here, stress levels will increase, as will your heart rate. However, you shouldn’t experi-

ence any cognitive or motor deterioration. Staying in Condition Orange’s increased vigilance level 

on a regular basis isn’t recommended as it can be mentally and physically taxing. If you verify 

that a possible threat isn’t a threat, you should immediately drop back down into Condition Yellow’s 

relaxed alert. However, if you confirm that something or someone is indeed a threat, you should 

immediately move to… 

 



When you’re in Condition Red, your mind and body are primed for action. Adrenaline is pumping 

through your veins and your heart rate is up to between 115 and 145 beats per minute. Studies 

have shown this to be the optimal level for tactical and survival scenarios. Complex motor skills, 

visual reaction times, and cognitive reaction times are at their peak. While complex motor skills 

and visual and cognitive reaction times are at their best in Condition Red, fine motor skills, like 

writing or anything requiring hand/eye co-ordination will deteriorate! 

 

Condition Black: This is an additional Condition that exists but is less in vogue to talk about. Con-

dition Black relates to a total state of Panic and Denial characterised by the inability to logically 

think and react. Complete emotional shut down. This should be avoided at all costs! Condition 

Black wasn’t part of Cooper’s original system either, but was added by the U.S. Marine Corps. 

When you reach Condition Black, your heart is beating faster than 175 BPM. At this level of 

arousal, a fighter  — even a well-trained one — experiences catastrophic breakdown of mental 

and physical performance. Condition Black wasn’t part of Cooper’s original system either, but 

was added by the U.S. Marine Corps. When you reach Condition Black, your heart is beating fast-

er than 175 BPM. At this level of arousal, a fighter  — even a well-trained one — experiences 

catastrophic breakdown of mental and physical performance. In addition to tunnel vision, audi-

tory exclusion, and deterioration of complex motor skills, other symptoms are present in Condi-

tion Black. 



UC Game Plan 
 

Here is a visual depiction of the second SOFT SKILL for Grade One the UC 

Game Plan. Here is depicted as a teaching model for learning and will be 

followed with a couple of pictorial examples to show how it works. The idea 

here is to give the student an understanding of the big piece, from where 

we will go on to refine the details! 



UC Game Plan 
‘People don’t Plan to FAIL, they just Fail to PLAN!’  Quote from UNKNOWN Source 

 

Now that we understand the problem, we can start to look at the cultivation 

of a generic solution. This would be our UC Game Plan! The components of 

the Game Plan are based around Awareness & Pre-threat Recognition! See-

ing the potential problem before it becomes a problem!  

 

 

 

 
 

 

This will often lead to Avoidance, Evasion & Escape! The BEST Self-

Protection of all is don’t fucking be there! Here we are employing the 1st el-

ement of SP; our SOFT-SKILLS or Personal Security options. In short, our 

‘Street-Smarts!’  However, Avoidance is not always possible as the potential 

for violence approaches! In which case Awareness has afforded you a 

brief opportunity to seek a position of Situational Control along with some 

Mental Preparation! 



Now approach is immanent, and there is a need to protect Personal space, 
as you scan for any bad intention & pre-threat cue behaviour! 

 

 

 

 

 

From this distance, the best advice would be to pre-empt on the first pre-
threat cue that you see! This may employ something as simple as shoving 
before running! Or, as in this depiction will show, there is a need for a pre
-emptive strike! Point is, do something, before he does something! 

The Objective here, is a clinical K,O! Switch off the computer! Or a knock-
down that will buy my Escape. Or total dissuasion of the subject’s previous 
Attitude! He no longer wants any part of me! Either of these should allow 
me to Escape at the very first opportunity! This is the 2nd element of SP. 



In all cases when you pre-emptively strike, NEVER assume that one strike 
will end it! If as is likely, you only stagger the subject from the initial strike, 
then he will still be on his feet! If he’s still on his feet, he’s still a threat!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Here would be your cue to gain an immediate Attachment to the subject, 
from where I would Continuously Attack until the threat was DOWN! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this example the subject gets a continuous ‘BEAT DOWN’ from cycling 
Hammer-fist to the head and back of the skull, followed by a RAG DOWN to 
the floor, finishing with my feet! This would be an example of a Continuous 
Attack or BLITKRIEG! Hit First & keep ATTACKING until the threat is DOWN 
then ESCAPE at the first Opportunity! This is a Level Ten example of our GP! 



OPTIONS & RESOURCES 

Having a pre-planned response in place, will allow you greater access to 
your OPTIONS available and the RESOURCES needed to employ them! It’s 
important that you understand these and know when, where and how they 
belong! 

OPTIONS 

ESCAPE 

VERBAL DISUASSION 

PARTIAL SUBMISSION 

POSTURING 

FIGHTING BACK! 

 

RESOURCES 

AWARENESS 

CONFIDENT BL PROFILE 

INSTINCTS 

PHYSICAL SKILLS 

LEGS 



UNKNOWN CONTACT MANAGEMENT Concept from SOUTH-NARC 



Situational Control relates to personal interaction with an unknown subject 

or group, who may have started to approach you! Here you would strive to 

protect your personal space from such an unknown contact. Whilst at-

tempting to control the immediate environment, to your own advantage as 

best you can!  This is what one of my peers Graig Douglas of 

shivworks.com calls Managing an Unknown Contact! 

Part of this comes from using a Non Violent Posture (NVP) also referred 

to as a ‘Fence’ or a position of de-escalation. Basically an unobtrusive 

platform that looks totally non-confrontational, but allows you an immedi-

ate Combative launch pad, should you need to Pre-emptively strike or 

Counter-Attack!  The 2 things you should expect in any potentially violent 

situation are WEAPONS & MULTIPLE SUBJECTS! 

Contact Management requires that you quickly move to the outside of an 

approaching subject, stepping completely passed him/her then turning 

around to face them in your NVP.  



The action of stepping past the approaching subject, forcing him to re-

orientate to you, allows you brief opportunity to see where his hands are 

and places you in a better tactical position, where you would immediately 

see a potential secondary threat attempting to close in behind you! This is 

typical predatory movement and is often referred to as the pincer ap-

proach!   



Much better odds the two on one, with you on the defensive in the middle! 

 

 

 
 

 

This Principle of moving to the flank of the closest subject ‘Stacking’ also 

applies if two or more subjects approach from the front.  As depicted 

above. 

There is a need for the clear understanding that this strategy will only buy 

you a moment! If you feel this situation meets a threat criteria, then you 

will need to ACT decisively NOW do not waste that moment.  

Shove and Run if you can. If not, you should Strike the closest subject pre-

emptively with the aim of dropping the threat quickly!  In my experience, 

one of several things will happen next.; 

The 2nd subject with either back up or freeze to the spot, in which case 

get gone if you can!  Or he will come forward and assault, in which case 

he/they were going to anyway!   

At least you got the odds down and created the opportunity to deal with one, 

then the other!  Much better chance of winning, made possible by your 

tactical positioning. In addition to all the above, the action of stepping past 

the first subject, thereby forcing him to turn and re-orientate to you, caus-

es a momentary Pattern Interrupt, to the subject’s original agenda!  



This is what warring strategist Miyamoto Musashi, meant when he wrote 

in his Book of Five Rings; 

‘Never allow the enemy to dictate the battleground!’ 

 

Now you are employing Situational Control on an Environmental level also.  

The great Musashi knew, that positioning himself in the shade, left the en-

emy with the sun in his eyes!  Same applies today, if the environment is 

precarious behind you, then move to put it behind the potential threat you're 

facing.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



It is equally important, that you place yourself in the vicinity of any poten-

tial weapon of opportunity. Rather than allowing the enemy such an the 

advantage! 

The intel accumulated during Contact Management should provide you 

with the criteria that tells you, danger is immanent! Now a Pre-emptive re-

sponse may be necessary!  

Such Pro-action may be something as simple as a hard shove to move the 

subject away, before running as fast as you can!  Or there could be a need 

to take the subject down quickly in order to subdue or control them. Right 

up to clinically rendering the subject unconscious!  so that the potential 

threat, immediately subsides.  

Situational Control and Contact Management will buy you a brief opportunity 

to gain Control of the potential confrontation on both a physical and envi-

ronmental level. However, you must immediately ACT on any INTEL that tells 

you a Pre-emptive response is necessary! 



HARD SKILLS 

for Grade One  



FORCE to THREAT DISPARITY 

Understand straight off the bat, although any form of Self-Defence, falls under the whole Martial Umbrella ; 

‘Combatives’ are at the EXTREME end of the Self Protection Scale. This is where potentially, you are facing a ‘real 

threat to life!’ All bets are off, and Self Preservation is ALL that Matters! The way we train must reflect a Level 

TEN THREAT. Therefore, requiring anything up to a Level TEN RESPONSE! If you think of Use of Force as a Vio-

lence Volume Dial, the Combatives trainee will be training at TEN! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is on parallel when facing a severe ‘Threat Disparity’ Examples of this follow below. 

Disproportional Armament: Subject/s have a Weapon and you are unarmed! 

Stronger, larger aggressive male against a woman! 

Child facing an adult! 

Multiple Assailants. 2-3 or more against 1 lone person! 

A younger able bodied person against an older less capable individual! 
 

Understand that training for the extreme worst case scenario will be the only thing that offers 

you the highest probability of success should you find yourself facing the same! If you train for 

Ten and meet a Six, then you can always turn your response down at any point you gain control. 

Conversely to that if you only train for six and meet Ten then you’re fucked!  

It is much harder to turn up a response you don’t have!  Better to have it and not need it, then 

need it and not have it! 

 

 



Understand that after any initial action there may be a need for a Continu-

ous Attack!  Maybe one strike isn't enough (never assume it will be) now 

there is a need to continuously Attack until the threat is down and no long-

er ambulatory! Maybe you drop the first threat and now have to deal with a 

secondary! Well here is the need for a Continuous Assault.   

This Principle is called ‘BLITZKRIEG!’  

In short, hit first, hit hard and keep attacking until there is nothing left to 

fight about!  You will notice, that this is an Asymmetrical model for use of 

force!  A one sided, non-reciprocal exchange, that starts with ME, contin-

ues with ME and finishes with more of ME!   

This is how all Predators fight!  Once the threat had passed, you would 

strive to Escape to a place of safety at the earliest opportunity!   

Get you and anyone you care about off the X and out of the danger zone 

ASAP!  If you have been in a fight or within the vicinity of a shooting or ex-

plosion, once safe, you should check yourself for injury and or bleeding!  

Self Medical Triage then if necessary, seek medical attention! This is the 

Escape part. It speaks for itself, either avoid and don’t be there or Escape 

at the earliest Opportunity! 

 



Just remember if you must fight, it all comes down to MINDSET! Keep your 

fucking head!  Street criminals will employ the same said model for vio-

lence naturally! They will Attack out of total AMBUSH or via some kind of 

introductory dialogue or Ruse!   

They will ask you a question, then when you open your mouth to respond, 

they will seek to kick living fuck out of you right there and then!  

We are simply employing the same physical dynamic, only on a more so-

phisticated level, with a massively different motive!   

The criminal will employ violence simply because he can! Or he forgot his 

medication! Or because he came from a broken home! Or because he was 

abused and violated as a kid! The motive for the UC student, should be for 

one of Self-Preservation and the protection of significant others!  

If there was an opportunity to ESCAPE then you should have, if you could 

of talked this down you would have, but if you are a cornered animal then 

you must fight until there is nothing left to fight about! Maintain a good 

moral compass and know that you have the legal right to protect yourself 

in law. Strive always to employ no more force, than is deemed  

‘REASONABLE & NECESSARY!’  

Understand, when facing a Level 10 threat, where there is a significant 

Threat Disparity, this may be up to and including Lethal force  

‘You need to train to go over the edge, hopefully you won’t ever need it!   

But you might need it!’  Kelly McCann 







HARD-SKILLS: Your Physical TOOLBOX 

We have touched briefly on our resources that are part of our solution. Be-

fore we look any further at solution we must first understand the problem! 

The problem relates to How things happen within the Context of a Street As-

sault!  

PALM STRIKE: 

This employs the palm heel structure of a clawed hand. Imagine holding a large grapefruit! The 

strike is initially thrown like a piston. The strike is delivered hard and fast straight into the tar-

get, then retracted fast for further follow up strikes as needed. The target is the generic area of 

the head, particularly any ledge of bone that gives purchase when you hit it!  The chin/jaw bone, 

forehead structure, just below the ear or the back of the skull/brain stem are all good targets for 

inducing unconsciousness which is the objective! In other words, hit a bony plate HARD enough 

to shake the brain and shut down the computer! Here a single strike is delivered fast and non-

telegraphic from a natural unobtrusive position! 



SLAP-CHB: 

The Slap or Cupped Hand Blow, can also be used independently with one hand or the other!  

Working  from a natural position or even if caught with hands down as long as you have one 

hand free you can SLAP with it! Just fire an open hand out in an arc to and through the gen-

eral direction of the Ear! The face which is rich in a network of nerve endings can also work 

well as a target, as can either side of the neck!  Be sure to employ an explosive turn of your 

hips, as you strike! Hit with maximum force and BAD INTENTION!  

Just throw every STRIKE with a ‘FUCK YOU!’ On the end of it! 

Power comes from as sharp twist of the back foot as you employ HIP TORQUE or TWIST! Striking 

formation can be a flat hand, or you can make a ‘dent’ and cup your hand. This works best for the 

ear or the back of the neck!  Be sure to move in the direction of the strike, as you SLAP THROUGH 

the target with DEPTH! 



EYE BLITZ: 

From a hands high fence the Eye blitz starts with a fast aggressive eye rake in a downward di-

rection, delivered off the closest hand to the target area. This is then followed immediately by 

another eye rake with the opposite hand then another off the opposite hand again. The Eye Blitz 

is thrown in a succession of 3 to 5 fast Eye rakes in a downward trajectory as you literally RUN 

forward and into the Subject, forcing him onto his heels!   

 

 

 

 

The weapon formation for the Eye Blitz is the finger tips and nails of both hands! Target is spe-

cific and primary, THE EYES! Look at the target as an upside triangle and just blitz both hands 

into its general direction! 

This rapid cycling motion achieves several objectives well, first off it throws so many attacks at 

the eyes that something will get through, the downward cycling motion of the hands will break 

through the guard or reflexive defensive position of your subject’s hands. Once this attack begins 

and you have got the Subject’s head moving backwards or turning away from you, he is now on 

the defensive and you have changed his mental attitude by creating, a role reversal from Predator 

to Prey which in turn will take the fight right out of him.   



CYCLING HAMMER-FIST: 

The Hammer-fist  Strike is the most simple Gross-Motor action there is! If you can slam the 

bottom padded part of your fist down onto a table in frustration, you can throw a Hammer-fist 

Strike! The term Cycling in Combatives refers to throwing the same strike in a succession of 3 to 

5 times! The Eye Blitz is another example of Cycling Strikes.  

The Hammer-Fist can be thrown from a variety of angles but for Grade one we focus on the 

most simple and effective way of using it,. Working from a natural unobtrusive position, you are 

going to employ a fast lead hand Palm Claw into the face followed by pounding with the bottom of 

your opposite closed fist, down and into the face-jaw and/or side of the neck structure, repeat-

edly! 

The HF motion, when you actually land the bottom of your fist into the target, is DOWN & 

THROUGH! Think of bringing your fist through the target to your own thigh. Whether this is pos-

sible or not, that is the trajectory of the strike DOWN & THROUGH Not light tapping with retrac-

tion!   



ELBOW STRIKE: 

The elbow is a very versatile weapon and can be used from a variety of angles. As a Basic strike 

we will stick with just one simple method of delivery.  The elbow is basically a Close Quarter 

weapon and is most often used as a follow up tool.  With that said, it is also favoured by many as a 

main artillery strike. 

        

 

 

 

Lift the tip of the elbow up then slash down and through to the target, as you drop your body-

weight and twist your hips into the strike. Use it from a hands held high, natural kind of fence as 

you articulate the tip of your rear elbow up and down into your target with in a slashing motion.  

The elbow is made even more effective if you use your lead fence hand to clinch and pull on the 

back of your subject’s head or neck as  you jerk him forward onto your advancing elbow! This will 

create a head on collision effect that will maximise the impact of your Elbow Strike!  

Targeting  for the elbow depends really on the level of threat you are dealing with.  If this is your 

weapon of choice you need to realise just how damaging the point of your elbow with your full 

bodyweight behind it, can be! Target areas for the head could be anywhere from the temple to 

the side of the neck, including the nose, cheek bones, orbital sockets and jaw.  A full bodyweight 

shot to any of these areas can to create a good stopping effect when employed with;  

Speed, Surprise & Violence of Action! 



KNEE STRIKE: 

The Knee Strike is most frequently employed from a Neck Clinch or some kind of holding side 

Clinch position. It can also be employed when the Subject is close enough and grabs both of your 

wrists, in attempt to ascertain  Dominance over you!  From the Clinch, simply grab the back of 

the subject’s head/neck and fire in multiple Knee’s using the point or knuckle part of your strik-

ing  Knee. Strike forward and into the groin, which is the favoured target of choice. Here a well 

placed shot into the bollocks will make him feel like his Testicles have just met his Tonsils in Per-

son!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other targets include the inside/outside of the thighs, pelvis, pubic bone, bladder lower abdomen, 

ribs and in some cases the head, especially when the subject is bent over. Now you can bring 

his face onto your rapidly rising knee strike. Targeting the groin and pelvis area has the poten-

tial to totally disrupt BREATHING.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Targeting the Thigh Structure can massively Disrupt MOBILITY and in a situation where the sub-

ject is bent forward, where you can now easily Knee the face/head, you can totally Disrupt his 

CONSCIOUSSNESS!  



Reasons for Indexed ATTACHMENT: 

In all cases when we train our Hard Skill Strikes in a Continuous Attack 

mode, we will always seek to Index or Attach to the subject! There are nu-

merous reasons that we do this! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Attachment Prevents the Subject’s Retreat, keeping the engagement 
at Close Quarters until this is over! 

 

• Acts as a Sensory Antenna, that provides Tactile feedback, to the 
effects of my Hard Skills! If he is falling, I know my shot/s have 
had a good impactive effect! Now I must control any use of further 
force! If I feel that he is still ambulatory and struggling, I know I 
must continue! 

 

• I can Maximise Power, by pulling the subject onto my Strike, in or-
der to create the COLLISION EFFECT! 

 

• I could use my attachment to the subject by employing him as a 
Shield, a Battering or a Projectile, against a secondary threat trying 
to enter the affray! 



• Finally, and most IMPORTANTLY, Attachment allows me to Control 
the subject’s Decent to the ground! People die in the street from 
being knock unconscious, then the body falls and the relaxed 
neck, shoulders and head HIT the pavement or something equally 
hard will fatal consequences! From a civilian Self Defence per-
spective, you want to PROTECT yourself, but you do not want to do 
10 years in prison doing it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In such a situation I can monitor my use of force to what’s both REA-

SONABLE & NECESARRY! Key words to remember for any inevitable po-

lice and/or court involvement Post-Event! If you can say that you con-

trolled the subject’s decent to the ground in order to prevent further in-

jury, coupled with how you even put him in the recovery position, then 

this is going to sound a lot more REASONABLE & NECESARRY for your 

plea of Self Defence! 

Conversely to that should the threat level or circumstances deem it, I 

can use my attachment to maximise my use of force, by slamming the 

subject face first into the ground, a wall or similar structure in order to 

maximise my Combative effect via Environmental Damage! This is a 

clear example of how I can take my use of force up to a level ten RE-

SPONSE! 



Continuous Attack; ‘BLITZKRIEG!’ 
 

In Combatives we generally train for the worst possible case scenario. Where the violence vol-

ume dial is set to ten because you are potentially facing a level ten threat. Combatives training is 

considered to be at the extreme end of the Self Protection scale in terms of civilian Self Protec-

tion. Unless of course, we are working Low Profile Combatives for Law Enforcement or Security 

for example. Understand this, if you train for ten and you meet a ten in the street, you’ve got a 

shot!   If the subject/problem you face turns out to reflect no more than six, then you can al-

ways turn your response down!  

Doing only what is NECESSARRY & REASONABLE to deal with the problem! If  however, you only 

train for six, and then you meet a ten, well ‘you're fucked’ to put it bluntly! Therefore it is better 

to train for ten and not need it, then it is to need it and NOT have it! So this is how all Combatives 

training works, even today! It is very important once you are Hard Skill competent, that you now 

formulate logical Battle Plans! If you only train for one shot then stand back and look at your 

handy work, one of two things will happen! Assuming your first strike (which has the highest 

chance of success if thrown pre-emptivly as hard and fast as you can possibly throw it) 

doesn’t Knock the man OUT!  

One response might be the guy backs up, spits out some blood and tell you, he doesn’t want no 

more! OR, he backs up, shakes it off and turns into the fucking Anti Christ!  The point is, you 

don’t know who the fuck you're dealing with! Therefore if you are fortunate enough to seize the 

opportunity to be first, then its in your interest to keep going until the jobs done period!  

The definition of the term ‘Blitzkrieg’ is to lay down a pre-emptive, offensive campaign designed 

to totally overwhelm the enemy, before any chance of recovery or retaliation is possible! In order 

to do that your attack must be fucking significant!  

Hit first, hard and tenaciously with as much explosive aggression as you can muster! You cannot 

capture this energy from the still pictures of a book. So the advice to seek out media depicting 

exactly what I’m talking about is recommended as is of course seeking out competent instruc-

tion.  



With the need to put in flight time training. It all comes back to MINDSET! You have to do it like 

your fucking life depended on it, because there is a good chance it will! So then, it is important 

once competent that you formulate your strikes into a logical/adaptable sequence.  

Attacking high and low targets as they present themselves within a seamless flow of relentless 

assault! This is training for Ten! If the man is out after one shot, its done and I’m gone! If it 

takes two or more then so be it, then I’m gone!  

But if I have to continue to totally Blitzkrieg this fucker off the planet, then that is exactly how its 

going to be! No matter what, I will do whatever it take of me to prevail and get back to those I 

love! This dynamic for use of force offers the highest probability of success if you are facing a 

Blitzkrieg Example: Confrontation is unavoidable, and subject’s aggressive demeanour indi-

cates it is about to get physical! Here Jamie Strikes pre-emptively with a solid Palm strike as a 

starter for Ten! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In this example the subject just staggers from the shot but is still on his feet. From here Jamie 

closes distance and gains attachment for a knee strike to the low-line. 

 

 

 

 

 



This pikes the subject’s body allowing him a fast Snatch takedown. From here Jamie moves to the 

rear of the subject and puts in a finishing boot stomp to the ankle/Achilles to disrupt mobility.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

He then gets off the X and gets gone! 



COUNTER OFFENSIVE 

for Grade One  



Dealing with a frontal Grab: In this example I am taken slightly unawares and get 

grabbed by the lapels and slammed into a wall. My immediate response is to latch on with one 

hand as I Palm Claw into his face, driving my finger tips behind his eye lids. This would be my 

High-line strike.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From here I follow up immediately with a sharp Knee to the groin. This would be my Low attack.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From here I just rag the subject into the environment and either follow up and/or get gone!  

 

As a Counter Response, the student is now introduced to the COMBATIVE PRINCIPLE of High/Low 

attacks! This relates to attacking on more than one target line. In this example High to Low. This 

is also valid attacking Low first then High! 



Dealing with a Impactive Shot:  Cover, Crash & Counter, This emergency cover works off 

your natural ‘Startle Reflex’ but if cultivated in an Offensively-Defensive way where from this 

Cover, we immediately CRASH inside the arc of the assault/weapon into the subject’s body, sti-

fling further movement and putting him on his heels. From here we are now at Close Quarters 

where our immediate Offensive retaliation can occur, this is our COUNTER aspect.! 

This first sequence depicts this Principle in action. De-escalation fails and the subject attempts 

to swing a brick to my head! so there is a need for immediate action.  As he swings I Cover and 

Crash inside the arc of his swing taking out the power and momentum.  From here I Counter by 

blasting him in the low-line with Knees as I wrap the weapon bearing limb. 

As a Counter Response, the student is now introduced to the COMBATIVE PRINCIPLE of COVER, 

CRASH & COUNTER!    

His forward energy lends itself to my Snatch takedown bringing him face first into the ground. 

(Environmental Damage!) From here I could follow up with a Boot Stomp if needed. 



UK Self Defence Law & 

International Differences 



UK Self Defence Litigation 
 

Here we will be talking from a UK perspective in relation to Self Defence litigation. In terms of the 

use of pre-emptive force, you have the legal right to pre-emption if you had in the moment ‘the hon-

est belief that your life was in imminent danger! 

If this was so, then the 3 key elements that constitute a THREAT must have been present! These are 

as follows; 

Opportunity: The hostile subject/s was right in front of you 

Ability: The subject/s clearly had the means to cause harm 

INTENT! The hostile subject/s displayed clear Intention to cause harm 

 

If any Pre-Threat behavioural elements were exhibited by the threat, that indicated to you that you 

were about to be assaulted, you are not obligated to ‘wait’ until the assault takes place particularly if 

you feel pre-emptive action may prevent it!’  



In addition to the 3 elements that constitute a threat there is also Preclusion this means even if 

the ‘Subject’ clearly constituted a Threat, if you had the OPPORTUNITY to ESCAPE and therefore 

avoid the confrontation all together, then really ‘you should have!’  

Certain circumstances may contradict this. Example; you are not obligated to leave a significant 

other if they are unable to escape of flee the scene.  

Example; you are not obligated to leave property if you feel it might get damaged by the potential 

threat. 

If your exit was in some way blocked or the subject/s stepped abruptly in front of you, momen-

tarily arresting your movement and blocking your escape route, then of course ‘Preclusion’ in rela-

tion to escape and avoidance is not an issue!  

The 2 Key Words that apply here are NECESSARY & REASONABLE! Was what you did in terms of 

Self Defence use of force, Necessary? Re: Preclusion’ 

Was what you did in terms of use of force, REASONABLE in the circumstances? In terms of artic-

ulating your case for ‘Self Defence’ to a police officer or within a Court of Law the following points 

should be adhered to! 





 

 

INTERNATIONAL SELF DEFENCE LAW 

The key difference with SD Law in relation to other parts of the World, relates primarily to the car-

ry of ‘WEAPONS’ by design for the purpose of Self Defence. The best advice is to research the 

Law within the Country or State that you live in! Variants in Law will be in place all over, so what is 

considered legal in one State for example, will be forbidden in another! 

The carry of knives for example can differ between fixed blade and folding knife, as well as blade 

length and opening mechanism! A chemical irritant such as OC pepper spray in Europe may be 

legal in France and Holland as well as many places in Eastern Europe, and is considered totally 

legal for the purpose of SD! In Germany however, it can only be carried for defence against Dogs! 

In the US OC is State legal every where, with differing laws on knives, batons and tasers, all are 

State dependant, and of course many States allow Concealed Carry for a firearm for a legal citi-

zen! Many places in Europe forbid Concealed Carry for a firearm with the Czech Republic and 

other Countries in Eastern Europe being the Exception!  

Czech Republic for example are pretty lenient on the carry of anything as a tool for Self Defence, 

of course actually using that said tool would be a different set of issues, where a legal criteria 

must be met!  

Many Countries in Scandinavia, Demark as an example, forbid the use of Pre-emption even if 

there is an ‘Honest Belief’ that your life may be in danger! Of course there is no Black and White 

to any of this, it is a Grey area indeed! 

In many cases in many Countries it is NOT a case of who is Guilty and who is Innocent, It’s more 

a case of who can we prosecute! So the best advice is to do your own research within the State or 

Country that you live in! Strive always to stay within the confines and restraints of the Law and 

learn well, how to potential articulate your Defence within a Court of Law should you need to! 

 

 



Basic Understanding of 

COM-FIT 



I’ve strength trained all my adult life starting with body building methods until I made the transi-

tion to Olympic weight lifting. This supplemented massively the speed and explosiveness for 

which I am known for. Some years ago I geared my training toward task specific event of being 

functional in unarmed combat. Key elements considered here, are training for speed strength via 

a variety of complex training methods that will allow me to immediately recruit all of my available 

fast twitch muscle fibres. Other elements considered are power and impact transference to max-

imize impactive striking power. There will be a sequences of exercise drills to follow, that will 

demonstrate some of these strength orientated ideas in your everyday gym training that can im-

mediately improve your ability to hit harder and improve this kind of Task-Specific fitness. Some-

thing that everyone may at some point in their life find comes in handy! 

COM-FIT; Combative Fitness Drill 1: 

Start with 10 deep Push-ups on the high bars to wake up the musculature of the Horizontal 

Pushing Structure. This will get all of the available muscle fibres recruited. Keeping form strict is 

essential. Any push up is a moving plank so keep the core tight and maintain good spinal align-

ment. Cadence is 2-seconds down 1-second pause at the bottom and 2-seconds back up. 

Rest for no more than 20 seconds then continue with a Plyometric exercise along the same plane 
of movement; in this example ‘Clapping Push-ups’ for ten reps.  



Alternatively you could use Medicine Ball Throws against a wall.  All Plyometric movements are about 
the explosion recruiting as many fast-twitch fibres as possible, as fast as possible. For the clap 
push-up lower just over halfway then explode up as fast as possible. This speed of movement 
should generate enough power to leave the ground and allow you to clap your hands together. Land 
on soft elbows to prevent joint injury as you go straight into your next rep. Go for 7-10 reps total.  

 

  
Alternative to Push Claps: Use MB Wall Slams, hold the ball 5-15g to the centre of the chest, keeping 

the elbows in. Explode forward off your back foot and throw the ball into the wall with both hands as 

explosively as possible. Aim to throw in a straight line hard enough for the MB to rebound for the 

catch. Do this for 10 repetitions.  Now your muscles and ability to generate force will be temporarily 

impaired due to the 2 previous pre-fatiguing exercises. From here make the action of movement 

task-specific to throwing your strikes as hard and fast as you can on a piece of impactive training 

kit, a heavy bag or a pad held by your training partner will also work well.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Throw 2 hard Palm strikes, left and right to the target as hard as you can, being sure to employ core 

rotational movement to generate power. Striking left the right counts as one repetition, continue until 

you get ten left/right strikes then rest 1 minute and move to the next exercise. 



COM-FIT; Combative Fitness Drill 2: 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

In this sequence we target the Pulling Structure on a Horizontal Plane. We start in this example 

with Rings for Australian Pull Ups. Lie underneath the rings set so you are off the ground, as 

you grip the rings with both hands. Keep your knees bent and feet flat as shown then pull up,  

keeping your elbows close to the body until both rings index your chest. Squeeze your shoulder 

blades together at the top for 1 second then lower slowly under control. Again use as 10-rep ca-

dence of 2-1-2 then rest 20 seconds. 

MB Floor Slams are next, take the ball in both hands and raise up touching the ball to the back 

of the neck. From here slam the ball straight down into the floor as fast and hard as possible 

catching it on the rebound. Repeat for ten total reps. 



  

 

  
 

Go straight to your target and strike downward left and right with Hammer-fist strikes. The 

movement was pre-fatigued and replicate with the 2 previous movements, which means all 

available fast twitch fibres have been recruited and are firing hard. Left and right strikes 

count as 1 rep keep going until you reach 10.  

 

  



COM-FIT; Combative Fitness Drill 3: 
 

   

 

For the Squat Structure, this example depicts a Free Squat movement for 10-15 reps, imme-

diately followed with a Plyometric exercise over the same movement plane. In this case we 

use a simple Jump Squat for 10 reps, squat half down and explode upward off your toes as 

fast as you can. Land on soft knees and immediately perform your next rep. Repeat total se-

quence for 3 cycles then finish with some core work for a great, short, sharp work out Task-

Specific to Combative efficiency. 

 

  

   



Move straight to your Task-Specific activity, in this case working the low-line muscula-

ture with 2 groin kicks then clinch the neck for 2 knees both left and right Left/Right 

low kicks and knees count as 1 rep, continue until you get 10 total reps. 



NOTES... 



NOTES... 



NOTES... 




